Spaceport Vol. 1 (Spaceport (Multi-Author) Book 48)

Security by Shelby Morgen: Commander
Kala Decolteir always gets her man, and
she wants the space pirate they call Dancer
-- no matter who -- or what -- he is. This
time, Dancer has no escape. Trash &
Treasure by Mikala Ash: Award-winning
reporter for the Adana Observer Holly
Barberossa finds herself once again in her
natural environment, hot water. Bite by
Marteeka Karland: The last thing Dryson
expects when he takes his latest shipment
of smuggled goods to Spaceport Adana is
to end up with a Rajian sex slave, Sasha.
Sasha is a force to be reckoned with, and
her bite is definitely worse than her bark.
Scavenger by B.J. McCall: Scavenging
space junk isnt glamorous or lucrative, but
finding a disabled Allied Planets Security
drone is an unexpected treasure Captain
Anexa Loy cant pass up. Publishers Note:
The stories in this anthology have been
previously released as single titles. Praise
for Security [A] fast paced, well written
short story in the new multi author
Spaceport series, Security more than
delivers. Shelby Morgen has a sly sense of
humor that is very subtle and catches the
reader unaware... I can only hope that the
other offerings in the Spaceport series are
as good. 4 Angels! -- Hayley, Fallen
Angels Reviews Everything about this
sizzling sci-fi tale, from the worlds
language to the frank sexual scenes, hits
just the right note. The characterization and
dialogue were strong. The plot was simple
but effective... the sex is wild too, so be
prepared. -- Cameron Foster, The Romance
Studio ...an excellent first introduction to
the Spaceport stories... I would definitely
recommend this short story and this author.
-- Viscaria, Whipped Cream Praise for
Trash & Treasure I loved the futuristic and
paranormal backdrop to this tale, which
added to the fascination of the plot. I look
forward to reading the other stories from a
variety of different authors of the
Spaceport series. 4 Stars! -- Tallyn Porter,
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JERR The addition of a good mystery and
intrigue to the plot make Spaceport: Trash
& Treasure a fine addition to the Spaceport
series. 4 Angels! -- Hayley, Fallen Angels
Reviews Praise for Bite Spaceport: Bite
was a deliciously wicked tale... Great
characters, action packed sequences and
hot romances made the story a very quick
read. I love Ms. Karland and cannot wait
for her next creation. 4 1/2 Stars!-- Suni
Farrar, JERR
Spaceport: Bite is a
wonderful story. The characters are
realistic, the sex is phenomenal and the
action is riveting. The humor shared
amongst the three lovers made me laugh
out loud a time or two. 5 Nymphs! -Scandalous Minx, Literary Nymphs
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on the last spaceport where no-one . Warren Ellis is the award-winning British author of comic books, novels, and
television,
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